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Subject: College Reps notes - October 19, 2012

All, please note some updates regarding CMS documents and other bold items

Reminder, Zimbra 7 IS happening this Sunday

Arnold/John, please note the items under "Ops" regarding printing, etc. Also, see CAS re: compatibility matrix

Attending - Scott, Chris, Arnold, Alex, Jahan, Adam, Andrew, Don, Randy, Ralph, Fawn, John S.

VHS/DVD
HCoB computer committee concern
VCR end-of-life
Digital equipment replacing analog equipment
AITC communication indicating the plans to move away
OIT going to communicate the elimination and services available
Library can deal with request for replacement of copyrighted VHS to a DVD version
Upgrade cycle is over 9 years out
75+ classrooms have VHS players
VCR player can still be connected to the Crestron
Removed VCR's can be distributed out to the colleges where they are being removed
Communication should be distributed by months end
Colleges have "check out" VCR
OIT will support the hook-up of VCR's but will not fix the VCR
Library is still fulfilling VHS request
     Randy will remind those purchasing to scrutinize the request

OIT is looking to provide a streaming solution - contact Brad Morgan for more info

Research survey email procedures - look for web page after approval from AITC and other Faculty Senate
council/committees

CMS document storage/forms - see follow up answers...
Forms like HR - they are not in the queue to move to the CMS, however, these type of documents should only be available within
GoWMU and that is what University Relations is encouraging
Where do colleges envision putting these documents - Per Bruce Paananen, yes, a college could have its own channel, or tab, in
GoWMU. However, the channel would have to be manually deployed. Contact Bruce for additional information.
Transition from old to new - Greg will talk to UR about this issue
HCoB has position to work on "cut-n-paste" but is not allowed to be a part of the CMS migration

How to set a web directory/structure off to the side of the CMS so as not to conform to established standards

Zimbra 7 did not go - watch for new communication for Oct. 28

Ops
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Maintenance on printers - John's proposal?
Paper cost - "bulk buy"?  Recycled paper cost more
Library printing has increased
pGina and CUPS printing numbers errors

Around the table
Fine Arts - Kevin called indicating that he had the wrong calendar date for the meeting, however he wanted to
convey this information
iMac recall - those with 1TB drives and purchased from 2009-2011 - CFA has 21 machines from DCP purchase
See - http://www.apple.com/support/imac-harddrive/ - for more information

CoEHD
Tech carts - projector, etc. maintenance cost - not via DCP
Media rooms/instructional labs support - what does/should the college fund if non-college entities are using the facility - i.e.
CELCIS students

Library
Need to show Bronco Card at other labs is driving people to the Library for printing, thus consumable use is increasing
Get request directly from Public Safety for log on data, etc.

OIT Networks
Apple TV devices - allow use of iPad for projector display - use to work and now doesn't work...new AP's are too "smart" -
Bonjour protocol required which means multicast be turned on which provides other problems
Reps to provide Fawn an idea of users of Apple TV

CHHS
Using lots of paper - over 120 cases/year
The whole printing handouts/slides issue
HP 602 printers are excellent!
Bradford active scanning on Oct. 29...a floor-by-floor implementation - Adam will present to LAN managers the project time line,
lesson learned, etc. - just requiring AV at this time and will consider other measures later

CAS
Compatibility matrix update? JAVA versions being disabled.
Friedmann wireless challenges/problems - Networks has resolved
Departmental file services roll-out project - will start putting departments on in November
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